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New Miami Fair X-Contemporary Crackles With

Youthful Energy
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Arte Collective's "Hecho en Cuba" show, curated by Yubal Márquez Fleites.

X-Contemporary, the brainchild of Matthew Eck, is one of the newest art

fairs on the Miami art fair circuit. Eck is a co-founder of the well-received

but short-lived Select fair, which he organized with Brian Whitely before

both went their separate ways.

Located in a bespoke tent in the heart of the Wynwood Arts District,

where nearby walls are blanketed with street art, the vibe was hip,

relaxed, and noticably young, with various sources of music

pulsing throughout on the VIP opening night. Brooklyn galleries were

amply represented.

The airy, open layout of the exhibition space encourages relaxed viewing

as opposed to the sardine-like feel of numerous other fairs.
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Works by artist Hush, were shown at Willoughby Art Advisory and artist management.

Image: Courtesy of Willoughby Art Advisory,  New York.

But the laid-back atmosphere belies the surprising and ambitious objects

on display. For instance, a massive Keith Haring mural spans an entire

front wall, part of "Keith Haring: Pop Shop" that was curated by Castle

Fitzjohns Gallery, which is across from a stunning booth of paintings by

AbEx pioneer Grace Hartigan. This is a special exhibition curated by

former head of Microsoft's art collection, Michael Klein, of work that had

not been seen in almost six decades.
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Colombian art group Timebag showed for the first time in the US at X-Contemporary.

An innovate Colombian art group called Timebag, known for staging 24-

hour shows that draw thousands of viewers, occupied another large

booth; it is the collective's first time in the US. Nearby, Arte Collective

presented "Hecho in Cuba" featuring work by Cuban-based artists.

Paintings by Grace Hartigan in a special exhibition curated by Michael Klein. 

Image: Courtesy of Michael Klein.

We spoke with Eck and his energetic producing director Crystal

Curtis about their innovative approach to this new event. "They are

groundbreaking, history-creating exhibitions," said Eck.

Eck continued: "Now that the relations in Cuba have really thawed there's

no reason why we can't we show living working artists from Cuba, and

have a panel discussion with street artists in Cuba now, like in real time."

A talk is scheduled for Friday December 4 at 4 pm.

http://www.timebag.co/
https://news.artnet.com/market/new-fair-satellite-miami-319205
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Luis Martin Youth Ecstasy (2015)

Image: Courtesy of Parenthesis Gallery, Brooklyn.

Many of the exhibitors were first-time fair participants, such as Luis

Martin, owner of Parenthesis Gallery in Brooklyn. "I started studying a

little bit the business of art," which grew into his current gallery, he told

artnet News. His own works were on view alongside the fellow artists he

represented.

Javier Barrera's embroideries Messengers at Berlin Collective.

Image: Courtesy of Berlin Collective.

Another exhibitor was Nicole Cohen, an artist and creative director of

Berlin Collective, which was founded in 2009. X-Contemporary "is new and

innovative and for us we want to show a variety of work," Cohen said. "It's

great exposure for us." The collective has a residency program in Berlin,

an active internship program and works with artists at all different levels

of their careers. "It's exciting because the idea is to have younger artists

learning from older artists and vice versa," said Cohen.

http://www.parenthesisspace.com/
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Eduardo Secci Contemporary booth at Context Art Miami.

Context art fair, the Wynwood District's three-year-old sister fair to Art

Miami, was relatively serene during the initial hours of the December 1 VIP

opening as compared to the crowds rushing in next door. But it didn't

take long before flow of visitors from Art Miami started spilling over to the

ample space.

The fair features an eclectic mix of 95 international galleries representing

emerging and mid-career artists, with the goal of introducing them to a

much wider audience by capitalizing on the the huge crowds at Art

Miami. The opening night VIP preview benefits the Perez Art Museum in

Miami as well as Miami Light Project.

Eduardo Secci of Florence, Italy told artnet News it was his eponymous

gallery's third year participating in the fair. "We've seen really good

improvements. The exhibitors are getting better, and the crowd is more

intellectually ready to adapt to more contemporary medias." He added

that Miami has "a very strong base of South American buyers," that he

thinks is key.
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Maurizio Donzelli at Eduardo Secci Contemporary, Florence, Italy .

Image: Courtesy of Eduardo Secci Contemporary.

The show also featured a special section spotlighting art from Berlin

including a dedicated lounge as well as art from five different Berlin

galleries. Anemone Vostell, managing director of Landesverband Berliner

Galerien (the Galleries Association of Berlin) explained that the lounge

acts as "an information hub for art." The featured institution this year is

CO Berlin, an internationally-focused exhibition center for photography.

Werner Tammen, director of Galerie Tammen & Partner Gallery, one of the

Berlin galleries exhibiting together, sees the platform as something of a

testing ground before galleries try to do a fair solo. “It's a good chance to

try to get inside the international market."

http://www.contextartmiami.com/DesktopDefault.aspx?tabid=162
http://www.co-berlin.org/en/article/news
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Dietmar Brixy, paintings, Anke Eilergerhard, sculpture, and Thorsten Zwinger,

paintings (monochrome). 

Image: Courtesy of Gallery Tammen & Partner, Berlin

Moscow gallerist Alexander Sharov told artnet News he was persuaded to

make the leap to Context after three years at Scope, because of the

appeal of the guaranteed collector base at Art Miami. He was also a

participant at the inaugural edition of Art Miami New York that took place

this past May. "For me this is better because of the size of Art Miami… I

want to introduce the Russian artists I show to a wider audience so the

decision to change positions is simple."

 

Speaking to artnet News at the simultaneous opening of both fairs, Nick

Korniloff, executive vice president and partner of Art Miami, told artnet

News: "What you're seeing at Context is a great amalgam of different

international artists…" He continued, "It just adds another strong element

for the audience that comes here during Art Week Miami."

Follow artnet News on Facebook.
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Dean & Deluca's cheese room.

Photo: Cait Munro.

The first thing you'll probably notice upon entering Design Miami is that
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there's no shortage of corporate logos: Fendi, J. Crew, Audi, Dean &

Deluca and several other household brands have all stamped their names

on the event, and the fair's organizers clearly see no reason to try and

hide it.

The second thing you'll notice is that despite the fair's clear focus on

design, there's a lot available for fine art lovers in the form of some

impressive installations—many of which are sponsored by brands. For

instance, while we got a kick out of Dean & Deluca's mirrored room

featuring a giant wheel of cheese that visitors are encouraged to orbit,

we're not exactly sure what purpose it served in the context of a design

fair, other than to incite ample (and much appreciated) jokes about how

"the cheese stands alone."

But if you're willing and able to look beyond all the branding (and we

admit, it can at times be tough), there are a few highlights that should not

be missed.

Katie Stout, Bedroom Curio, presented by Gallery Diet and Cultured magazine.

Photo: Cait Munro.

1. Katie Stout, Bedroom Curio, presented by Gallery Diet and Cultured

magazine:

Brooklyn-based furniture designer Katie Stout has created an environment

that's equal measures psychedelic and inviting. Inspired by the "bedroom

culture" of teenage girls—a subject that's spawned sociological studies

since the 1970s—Stout's world does, in fact, feel like a place one could

engage in activities like magazine reading, nail painting, and late

night soul-bearing sessions with friends.

A bed with suggestive furry yellow posts, a glitter-covered mirror, and

bright red carpet foreground walls feature whimsical figures that Stout

painted, scanned, and then turned into wallpaper.
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Fernando Romero Enterprise, El Sol, sponsored by Swarovski.

Photo: Cait Munro.

2. Fernando Romero Enterprise, El Sol, sponsored by Swarovski:

This is an example of obvious corporate sponsorship done well. Architect

Fernando Romero has created a scale model of the sun using 2,880

custom-made Swarovski crystals that hug a core of LED lights. It's

mesmerizing, and after a glass of champagne or two, it's likely you'll

struggle to remove your gaze from the kaleidoscopic ball.

VIPS were provided with a special lens that attaches to an iPhone and

provides a prism-like filter that makes the sculpture (and anything else

you photograph) look sparkling and wonderful.

Say what you will about catering to the Instagram-obsessed, but Romero

and his associates clearly know their audience. "It's about this idea of the

selfie culture, and allowing people to see themselves through the piece,"

explained Sergio Rebelo, the New York director of Fernando Romero

Enterprise. "Originally the idea was to have one of the crystals from the

piece for people to take home, but then we decided this was more

interesting and interactive."

https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/aclk?sa=L&ai=BPI6JBq9sVq6UGc6OMMvcssAFgf_y9ggAAAAQASAAOABYifbv_LEBYMnGqYvApNgPggEXY2EtcHViLTkyNjU0OTkzNjI0MDI3MjKyAQ9uZXdzLmFydG5ldC5jb226AQlnZnBfaW1hZ2XIAQLaAUJodHRwczovL25ld3MuYXJ0bmV0LmNvbS9tYXJrZXQveC1jb250ZW1wb3JhcnktZmFpci0yMDE1LWVjay0zODMwNDjAAgLgAgDqAjcvNDQwOC9OZXdzLkFydG5ldC5jb20vbWFya2V0Ly9hcnRpY2xlZGV0YWlsLy9yZWN0YW5nbGUy-ALw0R6QA6QDmAOkA6gDAcgDmQTQBJBO4AQBkAYBoAYU2AcB&num=0&cid=5GjDr3ppP8UCPf_nbvNNF-wO&sig=AOD64_2bifYzhrhLg7N82IZ8y0_rWD5TYQ&client=ca-pub-9265499362402722&adurl=https://www.artnet.com/auctions/contemporary-editions-1215/%3Futm_campaign%3Dartnetnews%26utm_source%3D120815contemporaryeditions%26utm_medium%3Dbanner


The Haas Brothers and Haas Sisters, Afreaks.

Photo: R & Company.

3. The Haas Brothers and Haas Sisters, "Afreaks" at R & Company:

If you've spent any time at all around the contemporary design world,

you've likely heard of the Haas Brothers, the Los Angeles-based twins

known for their claw-footed furry chairs.

But, who, you may wonder, are the Haas Sisters? "A group of women from

Khayelitsha township in Cape Town that we collaborated with,"

explained Nikolai Haas. "They actually began calling themselves 'the Haas

Sisters' and we thought that was really amazing."

The Brothers met the Sisters two years ago during a visit to South Africa,

and collaborated with them on this series of hand-beaded chairs,

benches, and sculptures. The resulting environment is one filled with

humor and special touches, like a chair composed of orange, pink, and

purple beads, along with two yellow eyes and a little protruding tongue.

The whole thing feels very Haas Brothers, but the designers were quick to

note the beading techniques and other key influences were provided by

their collaborators.

"It was an equal partnership. We're not really telling anyone exactly who

did what, because the idea is really to give them as much credit as they

deserve," Haas said.



Kengo Kuma, Oribe (2015) at Galerie Philippe Gravier.

Photo: Cait Munro.

4. Kengo Kuma, Oribe (2015) at Galerie Philippe Gravier:

Japanese architect Kengo Kuma's igloo-like "mobile tea room" is created

using corrugated plastic boards arranged at 65 mm intervals and lit from

below to create an environment that's simultaneously cozy and futuristic.

The plastic boards are held together by a series of bands that, once

unfastened, make the relatively cheap elements easy to move and difficult

to harm. We imagine there are more than a few collectors out there who

will appreciate such mobility in the wake of the art shipping nightmares

that inevitably befall collectors.

Jean Prouvé, "4×4 Demountable military shelter" (1939) at Galerie Patrick Seguin.

Photo: Galerie Patrick Seguin.

https://news.artnet.com/market/art-shipping-nightmares-367325
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5. Jean Prouvé, 4×4 demountable military shelter (1939) at Galerie

Patrick Seguin:

We were beckoned into this diminutive pop-up cabin at the behest of a

photographer taking fish eye lens photos of the interior, who felt the

pictures would look far better with people in them. We're not quite sure

about that, but once we were inside the unit, we didn't want to leave.

Designed by architect Jean Prouvé during World War II, 300 of the units

were ordered by French General Jacques Dumontier, and were assembled

at a break-neck pace.

The 4×4 units are made using a bent steel frame that can easily be filled in

with slats of wood to produce affordable, comfortable housing. While over

300 were produced, all but two were destroyed in the 1980s, and just one

exists today. It is the historical hut's first time on display at Design Miami.

Follow artnet News on Facebook. 
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Exterior of Art Miami during the VIP preview

Image: via @maas4studio Instagram

One glance at the crowds amassed outside the doors of Art Miami—not to

mention a line that snaked down the length of the block—counting down

the minutes until the 5:30 VIP opening on December 1, left little doubt as

to which of the plethora of this week's fairs is the first choice of local and

loyal Miami art lovers.

The lively sidewalk chatter among this clearly familiar group of collectors

and friends, and the palpable sense of excitement, further cemented the

feeling that this fair—now in its 26th edition—is perhaps the most

beloved event on the annual Miami fair circuit, among locals at least.

Minutes after the opening, the aisles were crowded with eager buyers and

viewers as champagne and wine flowed and waiters tried—sometimes to

no avail—to keep up with intense demand for appetizers on the serving

trays they carried.

"We have always had an incredible response for VIP passes for opening
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night but we have been swamped this year," Nick Korniloff, executive vice

president and partner of Art Miami, told artnet News, standing near the

crowded entrance to the fair, which is situated in the heart of the city's

Wynwood district.

We asked Korniloff about the secrets of the fair's success, especially

given the increasingly crowded line-up of new fairs and pop-up

promotional events.

"What we do very well here is service the seasoned collector—we have

some of the greatest collectors—but we also cultivate new ones. When

you're focused on that, that is really good for the overall art market… it's

great for the artist, it's great for the galleries, it's great for good fairs."

Describing Art Miami as "accessible," Korniloff noted that works started at

as little as $1,000 and ranged up to $12.5 million for an Alexander Calder.

Frank Stella, The Honor and Glory of Whaling (Maquette) (1991)

Image: Courtesy Mark Borghi Fine Art

Similar commitment seemed to be reflected by several exhibitors we

spoke to. New York dealer Mark Borghi of Mark Borghi Fine Art, a six-time

exhibitor at Art Miami, told artnet News, "You have to exhibit in Miami in

December. We start six months before," in terms of curating the works for

the booth. This year, the gallery mounted a show focused on Minimalism

and monochromes.

Borghi summed up the eclectic blue chip display: "Silver Jackie, Gold

Jackie, white paintings from Richard Prince, we've done post-

war abstraction, the influence of Hans Hoffmann on people like Joan

Mitchell and Frank Stella."

Another eye-catching booth was that of London gallerist Cynthia Corbett,
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where serene Hockney-esque paintings by Andy Burgess seemed like the

perfect subject matter in the context. The London-turned Arizona-based

artist was on hand to field our questions about his inspiration.

"I'm very interested in modernist architecture, going all the way back to

early Modernist, the Bauhaus. Then through being in Arizona and

California, I started getting more interested in mid-century, modernist,

and minimalist architecture," Burgess explained. "I take photos of real

places, but then I invent. I often invent part of the scene: the furniture;

the mood; it's all about creating a cinematic mood, like kind of dream-like

reality that could be real but is also on the edge of reality."

Another sign of enthusiasm for local galleries was in evidence at Bernice

Steinbaum, whose eponymous gallery is located in Coconut Grove.

Work by Enrique Gomez de Molina at Bernice Steinbaum during Art Miami

Image: Courtesy Bernice Steinbaum

Fair-goers crowded into and around her both for a glimpse at a huge

centerpiece—an ostrich sculpture by Enrique Gomez de Molina, and

screens showing birds on cages by Troy Abbott, as well as custom-

http://bernicesteinbaumgallery.com/
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designed wallpaper and lush wall-embedded panoramic landscapes by

Patrick Jacobs. The dealer explained to artnet News that, in response to

political turmoil around the world, she asked four of her gallery artists to

interpret Edward Hicks's 1820 painting, Peaceable Kingdom, and related

verse from Isiah, the text of which appeared on a wall outside the booth.

Biblical verse posted at the booth of Bernice Steinbaum

Image: Courtesy Bernice Steinbaum

Asked about the challenges—or lack thereof—posed by upstart fairs and

brands seeking commercial exposure through pop-ups, Korniloff told

artnet News: "It's very hard to come into the marketplace as an outsider

trying to do an event. What you'll see though is that the schedule is built

in and collectors are very set. If you're a brand, or a car that's trying to do

an individual event, I guarantee failure. You have to be aligned with a fair

and a great fair."

Were there any exceptions? "Jeffrey Deitch will do very well with Gagosian

tonight just up the block at the Moore building. And all those collectors

will come here also, because that's super important," he predicted.

Overall, he said he expected attendance of about 14,000 on opening night

alone.

Korniloff final word, however, was "community:" "There's been a bit of a

move to the beach, with these fairs that have just decided to come into

town and pop up and really not invest in this community. Art Miami started

based upon the loyal local collector group, and then the international

collector group. We've been invested in this community."

Follow artnet News on Facebook.

Eileen Kinsella
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Photo: courtesy the Fontainebleau Miami Beach.
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If you feel like Miami Art Week is completely out of control, we

understand. There are good reasons for that.

With a bonkers 20 or so art and design fairs, all orbiting around the 14th

edition of Art Basel in Miami Beach, it's one of the biggest weeks in the

global art world's calendar. As many as 4,000 artists will be represented

at the main fair alone.

How can we even begin to wrap our minds around the behemoth that is

Miami Art Week? Can you even guess how many dealers are descending on

Miami over the coming days?

Well, we've done the math so you don't have to.

Listed in order of size, here are the fairs happening this week, with the

number of dealers showing at each one, and the sum of all the dealers at

the end.

Scroll down right away if you must.

Art Basel in Miami Beach: 267

Spectrum Miami: 180

Art Miami: 125

Scope: 120

Untitled: 119

NADA Miami: 105

Context Art Miami: 95

Pulse: 82

Art on Paper: 60

Miami Project: 60

Satellite: 54

Pinta Miami: 50

Red Dot Art Fair: 47

Aqua Art Miami: 46

Miami River Art Fair: 38

Design Miami: 36

Fridge Art Fair: 34

X Contemporary: 28

INK Miami Art Fair: 12

Superfine: 8
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That's 1,566 dealers, hoping to move untold millions of dollars' worth of

works of art and design.

If you took a mere five minutes with each dealer, that would total nearly

6,000 minutes, or 96 hours, or almost 2½ 40-hour work weeks just taking

in the booths. That doesn't account for meal times, bathroom breaks, or

gabbing with the friends and colleagues you run into in the aisles. Just

going booth to booth to innumerable booth, for 2½ weeks.

Did we mention that the fairs are open for only a few days? Get ready to

make some tough choices.

Follow artnet News on Facebook.
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